(Tour code:MBSX) Departure:Monday (China time)
(Beijing-Datong-Hanging Monastery-Pingyao-Qiao’s Grand Courtyard-Taiyuan-Beijing)

Tourist Attractions:
Attractions
Shanxi, named for the West of Taihang Mountain. It is one of the birthplaces of the Chinese nation. It has a long history and
a rich cultural mix. There are countless famous mountains and rivers like a picture that is very beautiful.
【Yungang Grottoes】
The three main sites in China that are famous for their stone sculpture are Gansu Province Dunhuang , Luoyang Longmen
and Datong Yungang . Yungang Grottoes are the first among equals, for their tremendous size, their ancient history and
relatively complete state of presentation . The site was listed as a World Cultural Heritage Site.
【Pingyao Ancient City】
Where there is no Wall Street in 1824, this has already created the Wall Street. It still maintains its appearance 2700 years
ago; as long as you come to Shanxi, you can have a glimpse of the birthplace of China’s Wall Street hundreds of years ago .
【Hanging Monastery】
Is a temple built in to cliff , built more than 1,500 years ago , this temple is notable not only for its location on a sheer
precipice but also because it is the only existing temple with the combination of three Chinese traditional . On 2010 , it was
listed in the Time magazine as one of the world’s top ten most odd dangerous buildings.
【Qiao’s Grand Courtyard】
The Qiao Family Courtyard is neatly laid out, majestic, eaves, doors, windows, railings, steps. Exquisitely carved, extremely
particular about details, known as the history of northern residential. The unique cultural connotation and the splendid
architecture art together make Qiao Family Courtyard become a favorite of many directors.
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Special Cuisine
Taiyuan – Taiyuan Noodles
Datong– Mutton Hot Pot
Pingyao – Beef Cuisine

Taiyuan Noodles

Datong Hot Pot

Beef Cuisine

Hotel
Beijing - 5☆ U HOTEL /Similar
Datong - 5☆ Yungang Hotel/ Similar
PingYao - 4☆ Hong Shan Yi Hotel/ Similar
Taiyuan - 5☆ Continental Hotel / Similar
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Tour code: MBSX

Departure date: Monday (china time)

DAY 1 : Beijing

(-)

Upon arrival(PEK),meet and transfer to hotel, free & leisure on the day.
（pick up time ：9：00am – 01：30am，flight arriving within 2 hours of each other,pick up together
out of service time ,we provide transfer ,2-3 paxs surcharge ：MYR270 /car/way）

DAY 2 : Beijing– Datong(TRAIN / BUS)

（B/-/D）

After breakfast, take train or bus to Datong. After arrival visit [Yungang Grottoes] (inch. buggy),one of the most famous
Buddhist sculptural sites in china. It is an outstanding example of the Chinese stone carvings from 5th and 6th centuries.
Transfer to visit [Nine-Dragon Screen Wall],as one of the three famous walls of this style in China, the Datong NineDragon wall is the oldest, largest, and most enchanting one.

DAY 3 : Datong–Hanging Monastery –PingYao (BUS)

（B/L/D）

After breakfast , transfer to PingYao , stop by to visit [Hanging Monastery] ,is the only existed temple hosting worship for
the Taoists , Confucians and Buddhists. Hanging Monastery is an architectural wonder because it hangs on the west cliff
of Jinxia Gorge more than 50 meters above the ground.

DAY 4 : Pingyao –Qiao’s Grand Courtyard– Taiyuan (BUS)

（B/L/D）

After breakfast, visit the ancient city of Ming and Qing Dynasties, where the most complete preservation of China –
[PingYao Ancient Town] (inch. Buggy ) , visit Rishengchang , Ming and Qing strees , the ancient city wall of Pingyao , the
ancient county , etc . in the afternoon , transfer to Taiyuan , stop by visit [Qiao’s Grand Courtyard ]

DAY 5 : TaiYuan– Beijing（TRAIN）

（B/L/-）

After breakfast , visit [ JinCi ] Figures of Maidservants in the Song Dynasty , the Hall of the Holy Mother . After lunch take
train back to Beijing ( included train ticket)

DAY 6 : Beijing

(BUS)

（B/L/D）

After breakfast visit Silk Factory , Beijing Royal Jewerly shop . after lunch drive pass Olympic Stadium [ Bird’s Nest] and
The National Aquatic Center [ Water Cube ] .

DAY 7 : Beijing Airport

（B）

Depart to Beijing Capital International Airport , and bring home wonderful memories of Beijing.
（free transfer to airport from 8.00am flight）

※Sequence of itinerary subject to local arrangement※
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Optional Tour (own expense , not include entrance fee)
【Yanmen Pass】+【Pagoda of Fogong Temple】= USD 115 / pax
【Summer Place】USD40/pax
(Specific items and amount are subject to the actual arrangement of the tour guide)

7D6N SHANXI HUAXIA CULTURAL EXPERIENCE TOUR
(Tour code: MBSX)
Validity
Single sup.

Age12-17
（With bed）

Age2-11
（No bed with
breakfast）

Age2-11
（With bed）

Below 2
（No bed）

808

2658

1758

2258

278

01 Apr 18 –31 Oct 18

2658

Departure date（china date）：
Month

Daparture date

Apr 2018

09,23

May 2018

07,21

June 2018

04

July 2018

09

Aug 2018

27

Sept 2018

03,10,24

Oct 2018

08,15,22

Remark：
1）Price include Beijing-Datong train or bus ticket and Taiyuan to Beijing single way train ticket.
2）The tour fare above is based on Malaysian-Chinese adults (non student group).
3) Attendance during the whole trip is required. If clients leave the group midway, have surcharge USD100/pax/day, other fees
will not be refunded.
4） Mandarin speaking tour guide.
5）The Company reserves the right to modify the itinerary to complete the tour.
6）The tour guide can adjust the content of the itinerary according to the actual situation.
7）In the event of adverse weather or unforeseen circumstances, local ground operator reserves the right to alter the tour
Itinerary without prior notice.
8) The company reserves the right to adjust prices due to fluctuations in exchange rates and reception price fluctuations, without
prior notice.
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